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BROWN AND SONS PUBLISHING
THE FASTEST GROWING PUBLISHING COMPANY IN THE WEST
Life-Impacting Books by Newsworthy Authors

Brown and Sons Publishing (BSP) is an independent, traditional,
family-run publishing house, conceived of and developed in 2011, and
operationally launched in 2013. BSP hand-selects authors with bestseller potential and whose lives are newsworthy in some aspect.
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels,
including independent retailers nationally and on and offline retailers,
such as Barnes & Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP
(National Association of College Stores).
BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
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YOU ARE NOT ALONE by Lon Cole

YOU ARE NOT ALONE: POEMS OF HOPE AND FAITH
Author: Lon Cole
Release Date: April 19, 2013
ISBN-13: 978-0615799827 (Custom)
ISBN-10: 0615799825
BISAC: Poetry / Inspirational & Religious
6” x 9” (15.24 x 22.86 cm)
Black & White on White paper
Pages: 135
List Price: $12.95
Bulk/Wholesale Prices: See page 30
Readership: All Ages
Binding: Perfect Paperback
Lon Cole is the subject of the 2013 Regional Emmy Award-winning
documentary, Alive and Thankful (2012), produced by KING5 TV in Seattle.
Cole is also featured in two other recent Seattle-based documentaries, is
receiving ongoing publicity in Tacoma-Seattle news.
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Book Description
This first volume by prolific writer, Lon Cole, speaks to the heart of those in
need of healing and hope. Cole, a sufferer of early onset Alzheimers, understands
deeply the moments of despair and the need to hold onto a glimmer of light that
will shine through the darkness of a heavy heart. He shares his poetry with the
world in a desire to offer inspiration. His belief is that his life struggles have been
mitigated by the outpouring of poetic thought. Cole’s writing is a soothing source
of support for all those with physical, emotional, and psychological burdens as he
opens up to the process of hurting, accepting, and seeking understanding and
guidance through the challenges. His poetry asks poignant questions and poses
healing solutions. Selections like “Discovery” take the reader on a short journey
of problem recognition and divinely-inspired solutions. Cole’s poetry reminds the
reader to believe, believe, believe. You Are Not Alone is a timeless collection of
poetry that will inspire people for generations to come.

Endorsements for You Are Not Alone
“Lon Cole has brought a unique look to life through his poems. He takes you from
feelings of comfort, through a pleasant look at life, to heartache, and on to tickling
your funny bone. On his journey you think you are being taken on a special oneway trip, only to find yourself feeling concern for those with special needs. He
recounts the sad, not so pleasant situations, then carries you onto a journey of
pure fun. He takes you to the depths of concern, then to the heights of joy and
happiness. His love for life, no matter what it contains, is positive, as evident
throughout all his writings. Enjoy! It’s what life is all about.“ John M Davis, PhD
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Endorsements for You Are Not Alone
“For anyone whose life has been touched by someone with Alzheimer’s disease,
this is a book that will speak to your heart. Lon Cole’s book radiates his inner
most feelings of the spiritual and temporal world that surrounds us and how our
relationship with each other and God affect our attitude and can provide the peace
of mind we all seek in our lives. This is a must read that will help bring a greater
understanding and solace for patients, caregivers, family and friends.”William G.
Barnson, JD

Advertising and Promotion for You Are Not Alone (In Development)
•
•
•
•
•

Tacoma News Tribune, April 22, 2013 Interview
Alzheimer’s Association’s Early Stage Memory Loss Conference, June 1,
2013.
Assisted Living Options’ Reason to Hope Fundraiser, Tacoma,
Washington, May 15, 2013
Alzheimer’s Association, Western and Central Washington State
Major Social Networks
Company Website – http://brownandsonspublishing.com

Distribution Channels (In Development)
Beehive Bookstore, Edgewood, WA
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers nationally and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

Author Promotion and Publicity (In Development)
Interview - Seattle-Tacoma News Tribune. Link:
http://www.thenewstribune.com/2013/04/22/2567644/his-memory-fades-hispoems-remember.html

Documentary - Alive and Thankful. SCCTV, KING5, Seattle, October 2012.
Award: Emmy, Regional June 2013. Link: http://www.king5.com/health/Earlyonset-Alzheimers-Lon-Cole--185114031.html
Documentary – “Alzheimer's: A Journey of Love. Copyright 2013 Lively
Productions all rights reserved. Air date 2014
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To Place Bulk or Wholesale Orders
of
You Are Not Alone
Please contact one of your national distributors:
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers, nationally, and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

To Order a Single Copy:
http://brownandsonspublishing.com/order-books/youare-not-alone/
Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
For in-store marketing and promotion plans
Contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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A HOMEFUL SOUND by Nasser Sharify, PhD

A HOMEFUL SOUND
Author: Nasser Sharify, PhD
Release Date: February 2013
ISBN-13: 978-0615781648 (Custom)
ISBN-10: 0615781640
BISAC: Poetry / Middle Eastern
6” x 9” (15.24 x 22.86 cm)
Black & White on White paper
112 pages
List Price: $12.95
Bulk/Wholesale Price: see page 30
Readership: Adult

Binding: Perfect Paperback
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Book Description:
A Homeful Sound is the second volume of poetry by Nasser Sharify. The title
poem was written for and presented to the Shah of Iran in 1954 and then broadcast
on Tehran radio. The poem challenged the politics of Iran, establishing Sharify as
a true visionary. The selection of poems in this volume with rench translation
speak of ancient yearnings told in Sharify’s timeless romantic style. Sharify has
spent a lifetime advancing the field of Library Science internationally and has now
devoted himself to sharing his classic, enduring poetry with the world.

Reviews - Endorsements – In Planning Stage
Advertising – In Planning Stage
Distribution Channels BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution
channels, including independent retailers nationally and on and offline retailers,
such as Barnes & Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National
Association of College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

Author Promotion/Publicity – In Planning Stage
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Author Bio:
Dr. Nasser Sharify is an educator, writer, philosopher, and poet who has made
great contributions to the world of international library development and library
science. Sharify was born in Tehran in 1925. Soon after his graduation from
college in 1947, the Indian Ambassador, Seyd Ali Zahir, asked him to join the
staff of All India Radio in New Delhi, as an announcer and a poet in residence.
When India could not inspire him any longer, he returned to Tehran. There, he
continued to write and publish more literary essays, poetry, and political articles.
Earlier as a young patriot, like all other young patriots at that time, he joined a
political party “The National Front,” a party created by Prime Minister Mossadegh
who attempted to overthrow the Shah during an unsuccessful coup d’etat.
At the age of 25, he wrote a film script “Morad” which was produced by an Indian
producer. With the sale of his scenario he was able to travel to the United States
as a student, but truly as a young writer who wished to enrich his life by living in a
new world. He received a Master and Doctoral degrees from Columbia University
and entered the information profession. He joined the faculty of the University of
Pittsburgh, worked at SUNY central administration, and then came to Pratt
Institute as its dean in 1968. He also worked for UNESCO for five years at its
Paris headquarters, and traveled to many countries. He also accepted, for a short
time, a position with the Iranian government as the Director General of Education.
He described this period of his life, in one of his poems as “Silent Years.”
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To Place Bulk or Wholesale Orders
of
A Homeful Sound
Please contact one of your national distributors:
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers, nationally, and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

To Order a Single Copy:
http://brownandsonspublishing.com/order-books/ahomeful-sound/
Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
For in-store marketing and promotion plans
Contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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TWISTED RAGE: AN EXPLOSION OF POETIC
THOUGHT
BY TIMOTHY PAUL BROWN

TWISTED RAGE: AN EXPLOSION OF POETIC THOUGHT
Author: Timothy Paul Brown
Release Date: March, 2013
ISBN-13: 978-1482629859
ISBN-10: 1482629852
BISAC: Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Death
6” x 9” (15.24 x 22.86 cm)
Black & White on White paper
64 pages
List Price: $10.95
Bulk and Discount Pricing: See page 30
Readership: Adult
Binding: Perfect Paperback
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Book Description
Twisted Rage: An Explosion of Poetic Thought marks the first volume in a
series of works to come. Brown is a prolific writer, with rapid-fire, charged
language aimed at life’s pain. His poetry seethes, roils, redeems, and crucifies. The
deeply religious imagery adds a haunting pall over the works of this gifted writer.
The poems in this volume take the reader from the depths of despair through
the calm waters of reason, and on to the heights of hopefulness, as the emotional
range becomes combative within itself. The poet takes the reader into his world,
guiding, clarifying, and offering the charred remains of his soul.
Spoken word artist, Timothy Paul Brown, is on fire in this first volume of
poetry. His writing sears the soul with unrelenting truths and a percussive style.
The book is a read and a reread, as new meanings unfold with each view. This first
volume leaves the reader anticipating his upcoming second book of equally
evocative poetic selections.

Endorsements
Timothy Paul Brown’s poetry rings with fierce honesty, intense emotion and
in-your-face truths. His desires, hurts, and passions are equally displayed in his
poems that demonstrate his talent for compelling rhythms as well as creative and
clever rhyming. Be prepared to take a roller coaster ride of busted heartstrings,
tears of grief, raging resentments, and effervescent joy. Tim’s poems will take you
there and beyond. It will be well worth the price of admission. Enjoy the ride! Dr.
Starr Rexdale

Advertising
In Development

Distribution Channels
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers nationally and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

Author Promotion/Publicity
Interview: BlogTalkRadio ,Anselm McCrimon, “Problems and Answers,” April
4, 2013. http://www.blogtalkradio.com/…/problems-solutions-and-answerswhost-anselm- mccrimon
Reading: KZRO Radio, World Poetry Open Mic Show, April 2013
Reading: BlogTalk Radio, Lyrical, “Lyrical’s World,
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/lyricalsworld
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To Place Bulk or Wholesale Orders
Twisted Rage: An Explosion of Poetic Thought

Please contact one of your national distributors:
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers, nationally, and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

To Order a Single Copy:
http://brownandsonspublishing.com/order-books/twistedrage-an-explosion-of-poetic-thought
Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
For in-store marketing and promotion plans
Contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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SYCHRONICITY CYCLE ONE: AWAKENING THE PASSION

By Joseph Diomede

SYNCHRONICITY CYCLE ONE: AWAKENING THE PASSION
Release Date: March, 2013, Second Edition
ISBN-13: 978-0615786001 (Custom)
ISBN-10: 0615786006
BISAC: Travel / Road Travel
6” x 9” (15.24 x 22.86 cm)
Black & White on White paper
148 pages
List Price: $12.95
First Edition: Cycles of a Traveler, 2010
Bulk/Wholesale Prices: See Page 30
Readership: Adult
Binding: Perfect Paperback
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Book Description:
Synchronicity Cycle One: Awakening the Passion is Part One of a series
written for the adventure-seeker, the cyclist, the traveler, and all those seeking
inspiration and inner-awakening. World traveler, Joseph Diomede, takes us on a
magical tour as he comes of age in this first volume of his Synchronicity Cycles.
From the Bronx, New York, across the United States, and into Guatemala,
Diomede encounters unbelievable coincidences while expanding his humanist
vision of the connectivity between all life experiences. The seeds of Diomede’s
travel lust began on a bicycle in New York. Soon thereafter, we travel with him by
motorcycle, bus, truck, and whatever mode of transport that allowed Diomede to
explore the meaning of life in the faces and places of his rich adventures. We
travel through a series of heartwarming adventures filled with unexpected twists as
the great storyteller, Joseph Diomede, guides us from Cycle One to his upcoming
volume, Synchronicity Cycle Two: Discovering the East.

Reviews
[Synchronicity Cycles] “Cycles of a Traveler” is based on the journals of
Bronx-born, Joe Diomede kept throughout his travels. Seeing the world from the
back of a bicycle allowed him to discover little towns and villages, and, most
importantly, to meet with people and share their way of life. These encounters
include children in India and Nepal, long-lost relatives in Italy, and a traditional
doctor in China who cured his bad back using natural remedies. Diomede’s book
offers a rare glimpse of people and places in other parts of the world, and reveals
that, in spite of different customs and traditions, everyone is essentially the same.
Central Brittany Journal Brittany, France
Sometimes it really is about the journey. In [Synchronicity Cycle] “Cycles of a
Traveler, “ Joe Diomede shows us how important that journey can be. His book
covers his journeys on motorcycle and bicycle throughout wide swatches of the
world, and the philosophical journeys that matched the physical ones. The
journeys cover a good part of the known world, from the United States to Canada,
from Japan to Russia, By book’s end, it seems that he has covered anywhere that a
road can be found. The travels themselves take a back seat to people he meets on
the road. He encounters a lot of gorgeous geography, from the Rockies to the
Chinese countryside. There are maps included to show where he cycled, but it is
the photographs of those he meets that accentuate the travels. It makes for an
interesting travelogue through cultures rather than landscapes. This sets the book
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apart from most travelogues; it’s the people and how they are similar that really
makes the book interesting, including those he decides not to travel with. The
journey into the mystery of the mundane is what this book is about. Through his
travels, Diomede is able to disconnect from the unimportant differences of people
and look at the similarities. It is those similarities that are fascinating, especially
when he goes to lands other than the United States and Canada. Although he
encounters different levels of technology and different landscapes, he is able to
find the common threads, showing us that we are not really all that different after
all, and that we should focus on the commonalities. This book is a great
travelogue, but an even better road map of the human soul. San Francisco
/Sacramento Book Review
[Synchronicity Cycle] “Cycles of a Traveler” follows author Joe Diomede as he
recounts his astonishing journey of physical, emotional and spiritual discovery
while navigating the globe. His fascinating personal accounts convey the
substantive message that although borders may separate us, pre-conceptions may
bias us, we are more alike than we realize. The author’s prevailing theme to the
reader is to heed those synchronous moments and treasure them, for they are what
connect us to each other and ourselves. Joe’s story is relevant and timeless and a
must-read for anyone residing on planet Earth. Sit back and enjoy traversing the
planet, for we are, indeed, all on this ride together. Lisa LeMone Director, ah2
Music Publishing Los Angeles, California
On the face of it, this is a travelogue, but it’s no ordinary travelogue. It’s a
coming of age story and an inspirational book that demonstrates how you can live
a good life by ignoring conventional wisdom and following your heart, getting “in
the groove” and trusting in providence, destiny or the wisdom of the universe to
lead you where you need to go. Sandra Anthony, Editor , Tipperary, Ireland

Advertising
In Development
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Distribution Channels Author Promotion/Publicity
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers nationally and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

Author’s Article – Cycling/Parenting
http://www.mothering.com/community/a/cycling-into-fatherhood
Author Talk – Cycling/Personal Growth
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YS84K3kvEqE
Interview – Synchronicity Cycle One: Awakening the Passion
BlogTalkRadio, Anselm McCrimon, “Problems and Answers,” April 4, 2013.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/…/problems-solutions-and-answers-whost-anselmmccrimon
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To Place Bulk or Wholesale Orders
of
Synchronicity Cycle One: Awakening the Passion
Please contact one of your national distributors:
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers, nationally, and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

To Order a Single Copy:
http://brownandsonspublishing.com/orderbooks/synchronicity-cycle-one-awakening-the-passion/
Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
For in-store marketing and promotion plans
Contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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PRIVATE TEARS by Dan Eric Slocum

Private Tears: Poems of Pain and Promise
Author: Dan E. Slocum
Release Date: May 2013
ISBN-13: 978-0615815879 (Custom)
ISBN-10: 0615815871
BISAC: Poetry / American / General
6” x 9” (15.24 x 22.86 cm)
Black & White on White paper
144 pages
List Price: $12.95
Bulk/Wholesale Pricing: See Page 30
Readership: Adult
Binding: Perfect Paperback
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Book Description
Writer, journalist, and award-winning television reporter Dan Eric Slocum
reaches into our philosophical souls with Private Tears, his third volume of poetry,
following New Words (1996) and The Bends (2009). Through his contemporary
free verse poetry, readers are privy to the inner machinations of a master
wordsmith. Like a literary surgeon, Slocum lays the subject matter open for
probing and examination. The moments of wincing pain are mitigated by his calm
pragmatism. The title poem reveals Slocum’s unique ability to be simultaneously
present and detached within the same moment. Titles such as “Aging Queens”
offer quiet repose before readers are shocked out of complacency by seemingly
innocuous titles such as “Consider the Sunny Day,” that are loaded with bloody
realism. Slocum’s poetry has had a steady following for nearly two decades and
his fan-base continues to grow with this latest volume.

Endorsements
PRAISE FOR PRIVATE TEARS
Dan-Eric’s words are not easy to read. They drip of the anguish and agony of a
man whose inner battles could only reach one end, the end of his own choosing. At
their core, the poems are a remarkable record of one man’s struggle to live, and his
resolution to die. Collectively, they are a true glimpse into the mind of a man who
identified himself as mentally ill.
Dan-Eric’s description, “delicious words—always swimming just under [the]
level of consciousness—below the actual conversations…”.They are the words of
struggle—confronting pain and alienation, and the words of imagination-crafting
scenarios of escape as into “muffled snow”, “the just-fallen white,” and peace.
Expect your essence and perception to be shifted by his poems. Lisa Brooks,
former-anchor woman, KOMO Radio, Seattle

Advertising
In Planning Stages

Distribution Channels
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers nationally and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

Author Promotion/Publicity
In Planning Stages
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Private Tears by Dan Eric Slocum
To Place Bulk or Wholesale Orders
Please contact one of your national distributors:
BSP sells paperback books through broad distribution channels, including
independent retailers, nationally, and on and offline retailers, such as Barnes &
Noble, Ingram, Baker & Taylor, and NACSCORP (National Association of
College Stores). BSP provides discounts for direct-order resellers.
Our titles are also being distributed through Amazon, Amazon Europe, and our estore page at CreateSpace.com.

To Order a Single Copy:
http://brownandsonspublishing.com/order-books/youare-not-alone/
Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
For in-store marketing and promotion plans
Contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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FORTHCOMING TITLES
Under Contract or Contract Pending

No Place Like Normal
By
Cliff Browder
A collection of pithy stories and observations about wild and weird New
York City with Best Seller List potential

Existential Poetics
By
Patrick DeWalt, PhD
A collection of deep poetic ponderings on life and meaning by Dr. DeWalt

Synchronicity Cycle Two: Discovering the East by world
traveler, Joseph Diomede

Synchronicity Cycle Three: Rediscovering My Roots by
world traveler, Joseph Diomede

Synchronicity Cycle Four: A Collision Course by world
traveler, Joseph Diomede

Ben and the Magic Acorn

Gerard Macmillan
A child’s adventure of hope and discovery

From Bondage to Bondage by Dr. NasserSharify
A timeless book of unrequited love poems
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UNIQUE BOOKS

UNIQUE AUTHORS
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Author Biographies
Author: Lon Cole
Book: You Are Not Alone: Poems of Hope and Faith
Lon Cole, a dynamic poet suffering from early onset Alzheimer’s, was
the subject of the award-winning SCC TV station’s (Seattle) 2012 documentary on
Alzheimer’s. The documentary has won the 2013 Emmy Regional Award. Lon
Cole is a member of the Early Stage Alzheimer’s Council and on the advisory
board of the Pierce County Alzheimer’s Association.

Author: Timothy Paul Brown
Book: Twisted Rage: An Explosion of Poetic Thought
Timothy Paul Brown has been writing and performing his electrifying,
spoken word style of poetry since 1980. His love of poetry began with a poem he
titled “Fats” in the sixth grade. Since then he has visited and revisited his love for
poetry. Unfortunately his early poetry was lost in his family’s home in Mount
Vernon NY. He wishes he could recover that work.
In 1997 he revisited his love for poetry. He would write while working
the graveyard ship at his job. He gained a bit of a following in Yonkers, NY
where he was residing at the time. At that time, he wrote the poem “Defeated.”
He has been in poetry contests and readings in New York City and
Westchester, NY at places like The Bowery Poetry Club, the Socrates restaurant,
White Plains Library and Barnes and Nobles. He was a member of the Unified
Lyricists Club at Westchester Community College and the Westchester
Community College slam poetry team.
Over the years Brown has written well over 100 poems. He hopes to
reach an audience interested in the inner workings of a paranoid schizophrenic.
He was born in Bellport, Long Island and now resides in New Rochelle,
New York.
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Author: Dan-Eric Slocum
Book: Private Tears: Poems of Pain and Promise
Dan-Eric Slocum was a curator of delicious words and stories. Dan was
born in Palm Springs, CA and raised in Lubbock, Texas. He worked as a
broadcaster, journalist, and writer. As a journalist, he covered the first Gulf War
from Saudi Arabia and interviewed many presidents and newsmakers. He was
awarded an Emmy for his Reporting Series on The Beatles in 1995.
He is the author of two other poetry books, New Words, written in 1996
and The Bends, written in 2009.
Dan-Eric shared his gifts with his ability to connect with people and
animals. He was a passionate supporter of the Seattle Humane Society. Dan-Eric
bravely battled alcoholism, OCD, and depression. He was a beloved member of
the Seattle community where he lived until his death in 2012.

Author: Dr. Nassar Sharify
Book: A Homeful Sound
Dr. Nasser Sharify is an educator, writer, philosopher, and poet who has
made great contributions to the world of international library development and
library science. Sharify was born in Tehran in 1925. Soon after his graduation
from college in 1947, the Indian Ambassador, Seyd Ali Zahir, asked him to join
the staff of All India Radio in New Delhi, as an announcer and a poet in residence.
When India could not inspire him any longer, he returned to Tehran. There, he
continued to write and publish more literary essays, poetry, and political articles.
Earlier as a young patriot, like all other young patriots at that time, he joined a
political party “The National Front,” a party created by Prime Minister Mossadegh
who attempted to overthrow the Shah during an unsuccessful coup d’etat.
At the age of 25, he wrote a film script “Morad” which was produced by
an Indian producer. With the sale of his scenario he was able to travel to the
United States as a student, but truly as a young writer who wished to enrich his life
by living in a new world. He received a Master and Doctoral degrees from
Columbia University and entered the information profession. He joined the
faculty of the University of Pittsburgh, worked at SUNY central administration,
and then came to Pratt Institute as its dean in 1968. He also worked for UNESCO
for five years at its Paris headquarters, and traveled to many countries. He also
accepted, for a short time, a position with the Iranian government as the Director
General of Education. He described this period of his life, in one of his poems as
“Silent Years.”
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Author: Joe Diomede
Book: Synchronicity Cycle One: Awakening the Passion
Joseph Diomede is a world traveler and author living in southern France.
He participates in book signings, author presentations, and readings around the
globe. He has three forthcoming sequels to Synchronicity Cycle One, based upon
his 2010 book, Cycles of a Traveler.
Cycling is a big part of his life, and besides riding bikes with his family,
Joe co-owns a small-scale bicycle shop serving a local community in England. To
supplement a low-key lifestyle, their back garden produces some of the food they
consume as a vegetarian family, and their chickens donate the eggs.
Although his open-ended travel has changed with the arrival of children,
his love of life, passion for social justice, and keeping his family life simple are a
constant challenge.
Coming from the Bronx in New York City, he struggles between his love
of rural living and the ‘buzz’ of a big city, but manages to maintain the balance.
Writing short stories and articles have always been a hobby for Joe but
this book is his greatest writing endeavor to date.
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Bulk and Wholesale Pricing
Bulk and Wholesale pricing are available to distributors and some vendors with
wholesale licenses. Please contact Denise Richardson, Sales and Distribution
Manager:

Please contact:
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net

Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
Special pricing along with marketing and promotion for resellers is
available for licensed businesses: Please contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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BROWN AND SONS PUBLISHING
The Fastest Growing Publishing Company in the West
STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
TAXES – All Federal, State and Local sales, use or similar taxes will be buyer’s
Responsibility to third party manufacturers, shippers and handlers.
CREDIT PAYMENT TERMS – Purchase Orders and Credit Terms are not
available at this time.
op
SHIPMENT – All risk of loss, damage and other incidence of title and ownership
shall pass to the seller upon purchase through third party printing services. Seller
will provide buyer shipping details and third party communication with printing
services. Seller will not guarantee shipping dates or time of arrival of shipment at
destination. Seller shall not be liable for any delays or defaults in making shipment
where occasioned by any cause of any kind or extent beyond its control, or the
control of its suppliers, manufacturers or contractors, which prevent or interfere
with seller making shipment on an estimated date. In event of shipment delay, if
the buyer and seller do not mutually agree to cancel the order for the item
involved, the shipping date shall be automatically extended to the manufacturer’s
current estimate. Orders and Cancellations are placed through a third party
printing, shipping, and handling site and are subject to the restrictions of that site
and its terms and conditions. Seller is not liable for buyer’s loss, delay, or
cancellations from any restrictions or limitations placed by third party printing,
shipping, and handling sites.
WHOLESALE AND DISCOUNTED PRICESBuyer shall provide to seller the current State or Province Wholesale License or
resale license to obtain Wholesale Pricing and bulk discounts unless Buyer and
Seller agree in writing to waive the
Wholesale License requirement.
Wholesale Pricing discounts are applicable at the Seller’s estore only.
The price is exclusive of any applicable added tax or other tax on sales, or
shipping and handling, which the Buyer shall additionally be liable to pay to a
third party.
WARRANTY – Any warranties expressed or implied are limited to those provided
by the manufacturer to the purchaser. Seller expressly warrants title.
EXCEPT FOR SUCH EXPRESS WARRANTY, SELLER MAKES NO
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND
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ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND OTHER WARRANTIES OF WHATEVER
KIND, ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED BY SELLER AND EXCLUDED.
Seller assumes no liability for any failure of buyer’s specifications to meet buyer’s
requirements, nor
does seller guarantee that materials furnished meet or conform to any
specifications except as specifically noted in writing by seller.
CLAIMS – Any claims or exceptions by buyer for defective material must be
made in writing within 10 business days after buyer’s receipt of materials, and
buyer shall give seller an opportunity to investigate. Seller shall make every
reasonable attempt to resolve the claim with the third party manufacturer.
SELLER IS AUTHORIZING THE RELEASE OF COPYRIGHTED CONTENT
TO BE SOLD BY VARIOUS MANUFACTURERS AT STANDARD PRICES
AND IS NOT INSURING BUYER AGAINST POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES
OR ERROR, OMISSION OR NEGLECT IN MANUFACTURE, PRODUCTION
OR DELIVERY, EXCEPT FOR BREACH OF THE EXPRESS WARRANTY
SPECIFIED ABOVE, SELLER SHALL NOT, UNDER ANY PURPOSE, OF
ANY PRODUCT OR MATERIAL SOLD HEREUNDER, WHETHER CAUSED
BY SELLER’S NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE, IN NO EVENT SHALL
SELLER BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL OR CONTINGENT
DAMAGES, OR ANY OTHER CLAIM OR DEMAND WHATSOEVER,
EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT,
THE REFUND OF WHICH SHALL BE BUYER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE
REMEDY HEREUNDER, BUYER ASSUMES ALL RISK OF LOSS,
DAMAGE, OR DELAY INCIDENT TO THE FURNISHING OF ANY
PRODUCT BY SELLER HEREUNDER, OR THE UTILIZATION THEREOF,
EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT EXPRESSLY ABOVE PROVIDED.
Seller shall have no responsibility to make any claim for loss, damage or injury to
shipment caused by a carrier or others.
Any claim by buyer for shortage or damage requiring the assistance of BSP for
resolution must be made in writing within 10 business days after receipt of
materials and accompanied by original transportation bill signed by carrier noting
that carrier received material from shipper in the condition claimed.
GENERAL – All prices on seller’s quotations are for immediate acceptance and
are subject to change without notice. All quotations and sales shall be subject to
seller’s standard terms and conditions and buyer is conclusively presumed to have
accepted such terms and conditions unless otherwise agreed in writing. In the
event buyer’s purchase order states terms additional to or different from these
terms and conditions of sale, then seller’s acknowledgement in accordance with
the terms herein shall be deemed a notification of objection to such additional or
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different terms. In the event such purchase order expressly limits acceptance to its
terms the seller’s acknowledgement in accordance with the terms herein shall be
deemed a rejection of buyer’s offer to purchase, and in either event seller’s
acknowledgement shall constitute an offer to sell which may be accepted only in
accordance with its terms and conditions without modification, addition or
alteration. Under those circumstances the failure of buyer to deliver notification of
objection to these terms and conditions of sale within a reasonable time shall be
deemed an acceptance thereof and a contract shall be formed only upon such terms
and conditions of sale.
This agreement constitutes the sole and entire agreement between buyer and seller
and none of the terms and conditions contained herein may be added to, deleted,
modified or altered except by written instrument signed by seller. There are no
oral understandings, representations or agreements relative to this agreement,
which are not fully expressed herein. The laws of the State of Colorado shall
govern the validity, interpretation and enforcement hereof, and venue for any
litigation involving this agreement or transaction shall be proper in the City and
County of Denver, Colorado. All orders are received subject to approval and
acceptance by an officer of the Company and seller reserves the right to reject any
orders as well as the right to select its own customers.
Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under
these Conditions shall be in Writing addressed to that other party at its registered
office or principal place of business or other such address as may at the time be
relevant having been notified pursuant to this provision to the party giving notice.
The Seller’s Conditions of Sale will apply exclusively to all dealings between the
Seller and the Buyer.
No waiver by the Seller of any breach of the Contract by the Buyer shall be
considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other
provision.
If any provision of these Conditions is held by any competent authority to be
invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part the validity of the other provisions of
these Conditions and the remainder of the provisions in question shall not be
affected.
The Contract shall be governed by the laws of Colorado and the Buyer agrees to
submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of Colorado State law.
INSOLVENCY
This clause applies if:
The Buyer makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or (being an
individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or (being a company) becomes subject of an
administration order or goes into liquidation (otherwise than for the purpose of
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amalgamation or reconstruction); or
An encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, of any of the
property or assets of the Buyer; or
The Buyer ceases, or threatens to cease, to carry on business; or
The Seller reasonably apprehends that any of the events mentioned above is about
to occur in relation to the Buyer and notifies the Buyer accordingly.
If this clause applies then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available
to the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to cancel the Contract or suspend any
further deliveries of Images to the Buyer without liability to the Buyer, and if the
Images have been delivered but not paid for then the price for them shall become
immediately due and payable notwithstanding any previous agreement or
arrangement to the contrary.
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BROWN AND SONS PUBLISHING
The Fastest Growing Publishing Company in the West

Contact Us

For further information about pricing and purchasing
Brown and Sons Publishing books please contact our Sales
and Distribution Manager or our Marketing and
Promotion Manager:
Please contact:
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net

Resellers, Bookstores, Giftshops
Special pricing along with marketing and promotion for resellers is
available for licensed businesses: Please contact:
Attention:
Marketing and Promotion Manager
Email: BSPMarketing@salesperson.net
Phone: (720) 436-6397
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